Ion and liquid dependent dielectric failure in electrowetting systems.
Electrowetting devices often utilize aqueous solutions with ionic surfactants and inorganic salts to modify the electrowetting response. It has been observed in low-voltage electrowetting devices (thin dielectric, <12 V) that a frequent onset of dielectric failure (electrolysis) occurs with use of ionic solutes such as potassium chloride (KCl) or sodium dodecyl sulfate. More detailed current-voltage investigations reveal less dielectric failure for the larger size ions. Specifically, improved resistance to failure is seen for surfactant ions carrying a long alkane chain. Therefore, a catanionic surfactant (in which both ions are amphiphilic) was custom synthesized, and elimination of dielectric failure was observed in both negative and positive voltage. Because water is a small molecule that easily penetrates dielectrics, further experiments were performed to show that dielectric failure can also be eliminated by use of larger size polar molecules such as propylene glycol. In addition to these results, important parameters such as conductivity and interfacial tensions are reported.